Within the Stonewall Bank Yelloweye Rockfish Conservation Areas (YRCA) it is **UNLAWFUL** to fish for, take or retain lingcod, Pacific halibut, flatfish, rockfish, greenling, cabezon, skates, and other marine fish referenced in the annual Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations.

The Stonewall Bank YRCA is **OPEN** to sport fishing for these commonly targeted species:

- **salmon** and **steelhead** (using authorized methods during authorized seasons)
- **tuna** and other **Offshore Pelagic Species**

It is unlawful to fish for, take, or retain any legal species while possessing onboard any species not allowed to be taken in the area (such as Pacific halibut, lingcod, rockfish, etc.).

The YRCA consists of the high-relief area of Stonewall Bank (also known as the “Rock Pile”) defined by latitude and longitude waypoints – see table above.